Statler College MyID Notes

MyID Usage:

- **MyID.wvu.edu** … change password for all accounts using MyID

- **MyID Password selection**
  - Must be at least 8 characters in length, but the longer the better!
  - Must contain characters from at least three of the following four categories:
    1. Uppercase letters: A-Z
    2. Lowercase letters: a-z
    3. Numbers: 0-9
    4. Only these special characters: + – / ! ^ ? : . { } [ ] ~ _
  - Cannot include blank spaces, or more than two sequential characters as they appear in your first or last name, or username.
  - Cannot be one of the last five passwords you used on this system
  - Should never be used on any systems outside of WVU

- Additional password notes
  - Four (4) failed login attempts results in temporary disable for 20 minutes.
  - Password must be changed every 90 days or account will be disabled.
  - Problems resetting password - call (304) 293-4444 x2
  - RECOMMENDATION: Use a minimum 6 character base password plus the 2 digit month of change for uniqueness. Ex: FzyBr$00

- Student Portal – MIX.wvu.edu
  - Use **stats.mix.wvu.edu** to forward MIX email to GroupWise.
  - Need for grade posting, contact department ESLI coordinator for course/instructor linking.
  - Quick reference **mixinfo.wvu.edu**

- Wireless Access – wireless.wvu.edu
  - SSIDs of those available: WVU.MountainAir, WVU.Encrypted, WVU.Guest (off campus guests only)
MyID.wvu.edu used to synchronize MasterID Password across these linked systems

- eCampus.wvu.edu
- oit.wvu.edu/bigfiles
- GroupWise
  - wvugw.wvu.edu
- mix.wvu.edu

MyAccess.wvu.edu

https://star.wvu.edu

- wireless.wvu.edu networks: WVU.Encrypted, WVU.MountainAir
- WVa.home is part of Health Sciences Center internal network

WVU.Guest does not use MasterID, call OITHELP at 304-293-4444 for assistance.
For off campus guests only.
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